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KEEP YOUR CONVEYOR RUNNING
WITH GURTEC COMPONENTS
The full range of GURTEC conveyor components – rollers, pulleys, idlers and garlands and conveyor accessories, 
such as belt cleaners and safety and control devices – keep conveyor systems running efficiently and safely around 
the world.

BELT CLEANERS
WIDE PRODUCT RANGE
GURTEC has got a wide range of belt cleaning 
devices available for different applications. This range 
consist of belt cleaning devices from light duty 
applications up to heavy duty mining applications. In 
order to achieve the best possible cleaning result, the 
belt cleaner selection must be carried out carefully. 

However, there are many other aspects to consider when 
selecting the right belt cleaner of a particular.

The choice of the correct belt cleaners will be easier if 
you can establish some details about the belt conveyor 
running conditions.

Belt type
• Fabric belt
• Steel cord belt
• Solid woven
• Chevron belt

Conveyed material
• Ore
• Coal
• Iron pellets
• Wood chip
• Bark
• etc.

Industry type
• Quarry
• Mine
• Ship loader
• Power plant
• Process industry
• etc.

Belt direction
• Single direction
• Reversible

Belt width

Belt speed 

BELT CLEANER TIP SELECTION
Choosing the most suitable belt-cleaning tip for your 
application is important. It will ensure the safety of your 
conveyor belt and achieve the best possible cleaning 
efficiency and belt cleaners  service life.

Polyurethane
Polyurethane is wear resistant blade material for 
primary belt cleaners. These blades are flexible and 
non-corrosive.  We have also polyurethane 
compounds available which are chemical 
resistant. For some applications it is recommend 
to select polyurethane which is filled with aluminum 
oxide granules. 

Tungsten carbide
On fully spliced Ply rubber and Steel cord belts tungsten 
has by far the best belt cleaning efficiency, economy and 
service life. In some applications it can be used on clip 
belts but we recommend that you discuss this with your 
local GURTEC representative.

Stainless steel / Acid proof steel
These blade materials are typically used in secondary 
belt cleaner when conditions are challenging. 
These materials work particularly in corrosive 
conditions. 

Vitrified ceramic
Vitrified ceramic is typically used in applications in 
corrosive conditions. It is wear resistant material for most  
applications. 



PRIMARY BELT CLEANERS
Primary belt cleaners are generally set up on the head pulley and are responsible for removing the bulk of carry back 
adhering to the belt. Our cleaners are easy to install and maintain, and can be equipped with different blade materials. 
An excellent belt cleaner not only minimize the waste material, it also keeps the environment clean and safety. Primary 
belt cleaners are specialized to clean 75-85% of surface material; therefore it is important to select correct belt for 
your application. Our primary belt cleaners are mostly equipped with polyurethane or tungsten carbide wear parts.

SECONDARY BELT CLEANERS
Secondary cleaners are designed to be installed immediately after the head pulley to remove fine carryback ad-
hering to the belt. Secondary belt cleaners are generally set up behind the tangent point where the belt leaves the 
pulley and are responsible for final belt cleaning and these are designed to remove rest of spillage after primary belt 
cleaner. Our secondary belt cleaner range can be divided which are equipped with in-line or off-set blades.

TERTIARY BELT CLEANERS
Tertiary cleaner removes spillage from the belt still there after earlier cleaners. These cleaners clean the belt with 
less mechanical contact ie less wearing of the belt. These can be used also with worn belts as well as low profile 
chevron belts. 

• air knife

• belt brush

TAIL PROTECTION
Belt plows are essential safety accessories for all conveyor systems. Plow removes product material that has found 
its way onto the return side of the conveyor belt. Our product range includes vee-plows and diagonal plows. 

• belt plough

• pulley cleaner



PRIMARY BELT CLEANER 
HB110

HB110 is a primary belt cleaner for standard duty applications. 
This belt cleaner is designed for practical and easy installation 
and it works well with abrasive materials. Operation is at best 
with new, even belt, but it works also with worn belt surface.

Most common wear material for HB110 primary belt cleaner 
is wear resistant polyurethane. In abrasive materials is 
recommended to use polyurethane blade filled with aluminium 
oxide granules.

Tensioning is done by vertical spring and tensioning arm.

FIXING METHOD

Type E
Universal fixings

Type L
Service hatch

Type X
Basic fixings

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Belt width 500 - 1400 mm

Pulley diameter 320 - 630 mm

Recommended belt speed max. 3,0 m/s

Former name BEP31

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



~

MEASUREMENTS TO THE CONVEYOR

The tip of the blade should be at the point of the horizontal line which passes through the 
center line of pulley.

For low speeds (under 1 m/s), the belt cleaner is 
recommended to install at a maximum of 15 degree 
below the horizontal line.

Perforation of the chute’s wall for the hatch and fixing alternatives.

BELT WIDTH CLEANING WIDTH WEIGHT

B
mm

K
mm

C
mm

Number of Blades Type X
kg

Type E
kg

Type L
kg

500 400 1030 4 20,5 25,0 23,5

650 600 1230 6 24,0 28,5 28,5

800 700 1430 7 26,5 30,5 30,5

1000 900 1630 9 30,0 34,5 34,5

1200 1100 1830 11 34,0 38,0 38,0

1400 1300 2104 13 38,0 42,0 42,0

Tension arm can be turned 360 degree with 
respect to the frame tube.

PULLEY DIAMETER

D
mm

S
mm

320 124

400 117

500 112

630 105

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



ORDERING CODES FOR SPARE AND WEAR PARTS

BELT CLEANER
Ordering example:

HB110 - 1000 - U - X

    Belt width     Blade material     Fixing method

500 - 1400 mm U = polyurethane X = basic fixings

A = polyurethane +
        aluminium oxide granules

E = universal fixings

L = service hatch

ORDERING CODE

BLADE
Ordering example:

BEP35 - U

    Blade material

U = polyurethane

A = polyurethane +
        aluminium oxide

FRAME TUBE
Ordering example:

BEP30 - P - 1000

    Belt width

500 - 1400 mm

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



PRIMARY BELT CLEANER 
HB120

HB120 is a primary belt cleaner for standard duty applications. 
This belt cleaner is designed for practical and easy installation 
and it works well with abrasive materials. Operation is at best 
with new, even belt, but it works also with worn belt surface.

Most common wear material for HB120 primary belt cleaner 
is wear resistant polyurethane. In abrasive materials is 
recommended to use polyurethane blade filled with aluminium 
oxide granules.

The blade is made up of two different parts. When the wear 
part is worn out, it is easy to fit a new one. Tensioning is done 
by automatically adjustable torsion spring tensioner.

FIXING METHOD

Type E 
Universal fixings

Type L 
Service hatch

Type X 
Basic fixings

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Belt width 500 - 1800 mm

Pulley diameter 320 - 630 mm

Recommended belt speed max. 3,5 m/s

Former name MAX3

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



MEASUREMENTS TO THE CONVEYOR

The distance from the frame tube’s center line to belt surface should be 85...90 mm. The tip of the 
blade should be at the point of the horizontal line which passes through the center line of pulley.

For low speeds (under 1 m/s), the belt cleaner 
is recommended to install at a maximum of 15 
degree below the horizontal line.

The spring frame and the brace can be turned to the desired position in relation to the frame tube’s 
center line. If necessery, a through hole (ø52) can be made into the conveyor structure for the 
frame tube.

The amount of space needed for an 
assembled spring tension device. If necessary, 
the excess part of the frame tube can be cut 
off.

Alternatives for installing the hatch and spring frame and perforation of the chute’s wall for the 
hatch.

two ø14 holes into the frame

Universal clamp with spring frame and 
opposite side brace.

two ø14 holes into 
the frame

BELT WIDTH CLEANING WIDTH WEIGHT

B
mm

K
mm

C
mm

Number of Blades Type X
kg

Type E
kg

Type L
kg

500 450 1320 3 23,5 27,5 25,0

650 600 1470 4 26,0 30,0 27,5

800 750 1720 5 29,0 32,5 30,5

1000 900 1870 6 31,5 35,5 33,0

1200 1050 2020 7 34,0 38,0 36,0

1400 1350 2320 9 39,0 43,0 41,0

1600 1500 2470 10 41,5 45,5 43,5

1800 1650 2620 11 44,0 48,0 46,0

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



ORDERING CODES FOR SPARE AND WEAR PARTS

BELT CLEANER
Ordering example:

HB120 - 1000 - T U - X A C

    Belt width     Blade structure     Blade material     Fixing method     Profile bar for blades     Tensioning alternative

500 - 1800 mm T = divided (separat 
       base and blade parts)

U = polyurethane X = basic fixings A = aluminium C = Clevermax torsion spring

A = polyurethane +
        aluminium oxide   

granules

E = universal fixings T = steel tensioner

K = one piece blade L = service hatch R = stainless steel

ORDERING CODE

BLADE CASSETTE
Ordering example:

HB120 - TK - 1000 - T U - A

    Belt width     Blade structure     Blade material     Profile bar for blades

500 - 1800 mm T = divided (separate 
       base and blade parts)

U = polyurethane A = aluminium

A = polyurethane + 
        aluminium oxide

T = steel

K = undivided blade R = stainless steel

BLADE
Ordering example:

HB120 - T - U

    Blade structure     Blade material

T = divided
       (separate base
       and blade parts)

U = polyurethane

A = polyurethane +
        aluminium oxide

K = one piece blade

BLADE PART
Ordering example:

ECOBLADE - U

    Blade material

U = polyurethane

A = polyurethane + 
        aluminium oxide

SEPARATE BASE
Ordering example:

NEVER CHANGE

    Type mark

FRAME TUBE
Ordering example:

MEP1 - T1 - 1000

    Belt width

500 - 1800 mm

PROFILE BAR
Ordering example:

MEP1 - P - 1000

    Belt width

500 - 1800 mm

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



PRIMARY BELT CLEANER 
HB130

HB130 is a primary belt cleaner for standard duty applications. 
This belt cleaner is designed to be installed at the head pulley 
to remove the bulk of carryback adhering to the belt after the 
natural trajectory of the conveyor has released the product.

This belt cleaner is designed for practical and easy installation 
and it works well with abrasive material. Blade material of 
tungsten carbide guarantees good wear resistance. Simple 
torque system and low blade pressure, which saves the belt.

Replaceable blade cassette makes easy to maintain that belt 
cleaner. Operation is at best with new even belt surface.

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Belt width 500 - 1400 mm

Pulley diameter 320 - 800 mm

Recommended belt speed  max. 3,6 m/s

Former name PIT-BOSS

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



MEASUREMENTS TO THE CONVEYOR

The tightening device can be turned to the 
desired position in relation to the frame 
tube’s center line.

The tip of the blade should be at the point of 15 degree below the horizontal line. If necessary, 
a through hole (ø52) can be made into the conveyor structure for the frame tube.

BELT WIDTH CLEANING WIDTH

B
mm

K
mm

C
mm

Number of Blades Weight
kg

500 450 1320 3 23

650 600 1470 4 28

800 750 1720 5 32

1000 900 1870 6 36

1200 1050 2020 7 41

1400 1350 2320 9 50

PULLEY DIMENSIONS (mm)

Steel surface

D

Rubber lagging 5 mm
Belt thickness 10 mm

R

X

mm

Y

mm

L

mm

320 175 96 314 279

400 215 134 325 279

500 265 151 391 340

630 330 213 408 340

800 415 281 475 387

The frame tube’s center line has been calculated with thickness of pulley rubber lagging 5 mm and belt 10 mm.
X and Y dimensions need to be check and move case by case according to next example.

CALCULATION EXAMPLE:
Values: Pulley diameter 500 mm, thickness of rubber lagging 8 mm and belt 20 mm [ R = 278 mm
Difference with the measure given on the table R is 278 - 265 = 13 mm

In this case X and Y dimensions to be used are:

X dimension 151 + 13 x 0.966 = 164 mm (0.966 = X constant, which is used when moving X dimension)
Y dimension 391 + 13 x 0.259 = 394 mm (0.259 = Y constant, which is used when moving X dimension)

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



ORDERING CODES FOR SPARE AND WEAR PARTS

BELT CLEANER
Ordering example:

HB130 500 - 1000 - T X A

    Pulley diameter     Belt width     Blade material     Fixing method     Profile bar for blades

320 - 800 mm 500 - 1400 mm T = tungsten carbide X = basic fixings A = aluminium

ORDERING CODE

BLADE CASSETTE
Ordering example:

HB130 - TK - A - 1000 - T A

    Blade arm model     Belt width     Blade material     Profile bar for blades

A = pulley ø 320 mm
       and ø 400 mm

500 - 1400 mm T = tungsten carbide A = aluminium

B = pulley ø 500 mm
       and ø 630 mm

C = pulley ø 800 mm

BLADE ARM
Ordering example:

PB - V - A

    Blade arm model

A = pulley ø 320 mm and
        ø 400 mm

B = pulley ø 500 mm and
        ø 630 mm

C = pulley ø 800 mm

CUSHION
Ordering example:

B - SC - 150

    Type mark

CLEANER BLADE
Ordering example:

B - LL - T - 150

    Type mark

PROFILE BAR
Ordering example:

MEP7 - P - 1000

    Belt width

500 - 1400 mm

FRAME TUBE
Ordering example:

MEP1 - T1 - 1000

    Belt width

500 - 1400 mm

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



PRIMARY BELT CLEANER 
HB135

HB135 is a primary belt cleaner for heavy duty applications. 
The belt cleaner is designed to be installed at the head pulley 
to remove the bulk of carryback adhering to the belt after the 
natural trajectory of the conveyor has released the product.

This belt cleaner is designed for practical and easy installation 
and it works well with abrasive material. Operation is at best 
with the new, smooth belt surface. Blade material of tungsten 
carbide guarantees good wear resistance. Simple torque 
system together with rubber cushion ensures easy way to 
find the right blade pressure. Low blade pressure saves the 
belt.

Replaceable blade cassette makes easy to maintain that belt 
cleaner.

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Belt width 1200 - 2200 mm

Pulley diameter 630 - 1250 mm

Recommended belt speed  max. 4,0 m/s

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



MEASUREMENTS TO THE CONVEYOR

The tensioning device can be turned to the 
desired position in relation to the frame tube’s 
center line.

The tip of the blade should be at the point of 15 degree below the horizontal line. If necessary, 
a through hole (ø80) can be made into the conveyor structure for the frame tube.

BELT WIDTH CLEANING WIDTH

B
mm

K
mm

C
mm

Number of Blades Weight
kg

1200 1000 2020 5 58

1400 1200 2320 6 68

1600 1400 2470 7 74

1800 1600 2620 8 84

2000 1800 2920 9 94

2200 2000 3070 10 101

PULLEY DIMENSIONS (mm)

Steel surface

D

Rubber lagging 10 mm
Belt thickness 20 mm

R

X

mm

Y

mm

L

mm

630 345 209 470 400

800 430 268 515 428

900 480 276 617 525

1000 530 324 630 525

1250 655 445 663 525

The frame tube’s center line has been calculated with thickness of pulley rubber lagging 10 mm and belt 20 mm.
X and Y dimensions need to be check and move case by case according to next example.

CALCULATION EXAMPLE:
Values: Pulley diameter 1100 mm, thickness of rubber lagging 10 mm and belt 20 mm [ R = 580 mm
Difference with the measure given on the table R is 580 - 530 = 50 mm

In this case X and Y dimensions to be used are:

X dimension 324 + 50 x 0.966 = 372 mm (0.966 = X constant, which is used when moving X dimension)
Y dimension 630 + 50 x 0.259 = 643 mm (0.259 = Y constant, which is used when moving X dimension)

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



ORDERING CODES FOR SPARE AND WEAR PARTS

BELT CLEANER
Ordering example:

HB135 - C - 1200 - T X A

    Blade arm model     Belt width     Blade material     Fixing method     Profile bar for blades

C = pulley ø 630 mm 1200 - 2200 mm T = tungsten carbide X = basic fixings A = aluminium

D = pulley ø 800 mm

E = pulley ø 900 mm,
       ø 1000 mm and ø 1250 mm

ORDERING CODE

CUSHION
Ordering example:

HB135 - J

    Type mark

BLADE CASSETTE
Ordering example:

HB135 - TK - C - 1200 - T A

    Blade arm model     Belt width     Blade material     Profile bar for blades

C = pulley ø 630 mm 1200 - 2200 mm T = tungsten carbide A = aluminium

D = pulley ø 800 mm

E = pulley ø 900 m, 
ø 1000 mm and ø 1250 mm

FRAME TUBE
Ordering example:

HB135 - T1 - 1200

    Belt width

1200 - 2200 mm

PROFILE BAR
Ordering example:

HB135 - P - 1200

    Belt width

1200 - 2200 mm

BLADE ARM
Ordering example:

HB135 - V - C

    Blade arm model

C = pulley ø 630 mm

D = pulley ø 800 mm

E = pulley ø 900 mm,
       ø 1000 mm and ø 1250 mm

CLEANER BLADE
Ordering example:

B - LL - T - 200

    Type mark

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



PRIMARY BELT CLEANER 
HB140

HB140 is a multiblade primary belt cleaner for heavy duty 
applications. The belt cleaner is equipped with wear resistant 
polyurethane blades.

This primary cleaner is designed for practical and easy 
installation. In most applications polyurethane blades are 
easy to replace, saving down time and manpower. The tension 
is applied by a compression rubber designed to give positive 
adjustment after initial installation.

HB140 primary cleaner is available with a range of pulley 
sizes. 

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Belt width 1000 - 1800 mm

Pulley diameter 630 - 1000 mm

Recommended belt speed max. 3,5 m/s

Former name PIT-BULL

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



MEASUREMENTS TO THE CONVEYOR

BELT WIDTH CLEANING WIDTH

B
mm

K
mm

C
mm

Number of Blades Weight
kg

1000 900 1650 6 49

1200 1050 1900 7 54

1400 1350 2100 9 62

1600 1500 2300 10 67

1800 1650 2600 11 73

PULLEY DIMENSIONS (mm)

Steel surface

D

Rubber lagging 5 mm
Belt thickness 10 mm

R

X

mm

Y

mm

630 330 258 383

800 415 340 405

1000 515 437 431

1200 615 533 457

The tightening device can be turned to the 
desired position in relation to the frame 
tube’s center line.

The tip of the blade should be at the point of 15 degree below the horizontal line. If necessary, 
a through hole (ø64) can be made into the conveyor structure for the frame tube.

The frame tube’s center line has been calculated with thickness of pulley rubber lagging 5 mm and belt 10 mm.
X and Y dimensions need to be check and move case by case according to next example.

CALCULATION EXAMPLE:
Values: Pulley diameter 800 mm, thickness of rubber lagging 8 mm and belt 20 mm [ R = 428 mm
Difference with the measure given on the table R is 428 - 415 = 13 mm

In this case X and Y dimensions to be used are:

X dimension 340 + 13 x 0.969 = 353 mm (0.969 = X constant, which is used when moving X dimension)
Y dimension 405 + 13 x 0.269 = 409 mm (0.269 = Y constant, which is used when moving X dimension)

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



ORDERING CODES FOR SPARE AND WEAR PARTS

BELT CLEANER
Ordering example:

HB140 - 1000 - U 

    Belt width     Blade material

1000 - 1800 mm U = polyurethane

ORDERING CODE

BLADE
Ordering example:

HB140 - U - B

    Blade material

U = polyurethane

FRAME TUBE
Ordering example:

HB140 - 1000 - T1

    Belt width

1000 - 1800 mm

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



PRIMARY BELT CLEANER 
HB150

HB150 is a primary belt cleaner for heavy duty applications. 
The belt cleaner is designed to be installed at the head 
pulley to remove the bulk of carryback adhering to the belt 
after the natural trajectory of the conveyor has released the 
product.

This belt cleaner is designed for practical and easy 
installation and it works well with abrasive material. Operation 
is at best with the new, smooth belt surface. Blade material 
of polyurethane guarantees good wear resistance. Simple 
torque system together with rubber cushion ensures easy 
way to find the right blade pressure. 

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Belt width 1200 - 2400 mm

Pulley diameter 800 - 1500 mm

Recommended belt speed  max. 4,5 m/s

Former name PIT-BULL EHD

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



MEASUREMENTS TO THE CONVEYOR

BELT WIDTH CLEANING WIDTH FIXING WIDTH

B
mm

K
mm

C
mm

min max Number of Blades Weight
kg

1200 980 1800 1120 1440 4 98

1400 1225 2300 1355 1940 5 115

1600 1470 2300 1600 1940 6 132

1800 1715 2700 1845 2340 7 144

2000 1960 2900 2090 2540 8 159

2200 1960 2900 2090 2540 8 165

2400 2205 3200 2335 2840 9 183

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.

The tensioner can be turned to the desired 
position in relation to the frame tube’s 
center line.

The tip of the blade should be at the point of 15 degree below the horizontal line. If necessary, a through 
hole (ø105) can be made into the conveyor structure for the frame tube.

PULLEY DIMENSIONS (mm)

Steel surface

D

Ceramic lagging 12 mm
Belt thickness 20 mm

R

X

mm

Y

mm
800 432 288 606

900 482 337 621

1000 532 384 634

1100 582 419 695

1200 632 465 711

1300 682 514 729

1400 732 569 749

1500 782 616 766

1600 832 662 783

1700 882 711 801

The frame tube’s center line has been calculated with thickness of pulley rubber lagging 5 mm and belt 10 mm.
X and Y dimensions need to be check and move case by case according to next example.

CALCULATION EXAMPLE:
Values: Pulley diameter 1000 mm, thickness of rubber lagging 8 mm and belt 15 mm [ R = 523 mm
Difference with the measure given on the table R is 532 - 523 = 9 mm

In this case X and Y dimensions to be used are:

X dimension 384 - 9 x 0.969 = 375 mm (0.969 = X constant, which is used when moving X dimension)
Y dimension 634 - 9 x 0.269 = 631 mm (0.269 = Y constant, which is used when moving X dimension)



ORDERING CODE

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.

ORDERING CODES FOR SPARE AND WEAR PARTS

BELT CLEANER
Ordering example:

HB150 - 1400 - U 

    Belt width     Blade material

1000 - 2400 mm U = polyurethane

BLADE
Ordering example:

HB150 - U - B

    Blade material

U = polyurethane

FRAME TUBE
Ordering example:

HB150 - 1400 - T1

    Belt width

1200 - 2400 mm

BLADE
Ordering example:

HB150 - U - T

    Blade material

U = polyurethane

A = polyurethane + aluminium oxide granules



SECONDARY BELT CLEANER 
HB220

HB220 is a secondary belt cleaner for medium duty 
applications. This belt cleaner is designed for practical and 
easy installation.
Flexible blade arms ensure a good contact with the blade to 
the belt.

Belt cleaner is available with three blade options, stainless 
steel, tungsten carbide tip and vitrifield ceramic.
Most common blade material is tungsten carbide. Tensioning 
is made by using automatically adjustable torsion spring 
tensioner.

FIXING METHOD

Type E 
Universal fixings

Type L 
Service hatch

Type X 
Basic fixings

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Belt width 500 - 1400 mm

Recommended belt speed max. 3,5 m/s

Former name MAX6

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



MEASUREMENTS TO THE CONVEYOR

The distance from the frame tube’s center line to belt surface should be 120...130 mm. With 
inclined conveyors, dimensioning according to direction of the belt.

When belt cleaner is not located near by the 
pulley, the belt is supported with counter roller 
above the belt.

The spring frame and the brace can be turned to the desired position in relation to the frame tube’s 
center line. If necessery, a through hole (ø52) can be made into the conveyor structure for the 
frame tube.

The amount of space needed for an 
assembled spring tension device. If necessary, 
the excess part of the frame tube can be cut 
off.

Alternatives for installing the hatch and spring frame and perforation of the chute’s wall for the 
hatch.

two ø14 holes into the frame

Universal clamp with spring frame and 
opposite side brace.

two ø14 holes into 
the frame

BELT WIDTH CLEANING WIDTH BLADE ARM WEIGHT

B
mm

K
mm

C
mm

Number of Blades Short
pcs

Long
pcs

Type X
kg

Type E
kg

Type L
kg

500 465 1320 3 2 1 22 27 24

650 615 1470 4 2 2 25 29 26

800 765 1720 5 3 2 28 32 29

1000 915 1870 6 3 3 31 35 32

1200 1065 2020 7 4 3 34 38 35

1400 1365 2320 9 5 4 39 44 40

Recommended place

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



ORDERING CODES FOR SPARE AND WEAR PARTS

BELT CLEANER
Ordering example:

HB220 - 1000 - K - X A C

    Belt width     Blade material     Fixing method     Profile bar for blades     Tightning alternative

500 - 1400 mm R = stainless steel X = basic fixings A = aluminium C = Clevermax torsion spring

K = tungsten carbide E = universal fixings

S = vitrifield ceramic L = service hatch

ORDERING CODE

BLADE CASSETTE
Ordering example:

HB220 - TK - 1000 - K - A

    Belt width     Blade material     Profile bar for blades

500 - 1400 mm R = stainless steel A = aluminium

K = tungsten carbide

S = vitrifield ceramic

BLADE PART
Ordering example:

HB220 - T - K

    Blade material

R = stainless steel

K = tungsten carbide

S = vitrifield ceramic

BLADE ARM
Ordering example:

HB220 - V - P

    Blade arm model

L = short

P = long

FRAME TUBE
Ordering example:

MEP1 - T1 - 1000

    Belt width

500 - 1400 mm

PROFILE BAR
Ordering example:

MEP1 - P - 1000

    Belt width

500 - 1400 mm

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



SECONDARY BELT CLEANER 
HB230

HB230 is a secondary belt cleaner for standard duty 
applications. This belt cleaner comes with individual flexible 
rubber mounting cushions that allow the tips to move 
independent to each other, giving excellent conformance 
and alignment to the belt profile, keeping carry back to a 
minimum. Deflection in the rubber cushions ensures that 
the cleaning tips are always pre loaded and in tension, which 
ensures an efficient result with minimal maintenance.

This belt cleaner is designed for practical and easy 
installation and it works well with abrasive material. Blade 
material of tungsten carbide guarantees good wear 
resistance. Simple torque system and low blade pressure, 
which saves the belt.

Replaceable blade cassette makes easy to maintain that belt 
cleaner.

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Belt width 500 - 1400 mm

Recommended belt speed  max. 3,5 m/s

Former name PIT-TROJAN

BELT WIDTH 500...800

BELT WIDTH 1000...1400

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



MEASUREMENTS TO THE CONVEYOR

When the blades of the belt cleaner touch the belt slightly, adjust the 
right blade pressure by lifting the belt cleaner 4 mm upwards.

Fixing support can be also in the other side of the frame tube.

BELT WIDTH CLEANING WIDTH

B K C Number of Blades M (mm) Weight
mm mm mm min. max. kg

500 450 1150 3 740 980 25

650 600 1300 4 890 1130 27

800 750 1450 5 1040 1280 30

1000 900 1600 6 1190 1430 36

1200 1050 1750 7 1340 1580 39

1400 1350 2050 9 1640 1880 45

BELT WIDTH 500...800 BELT WIDTH 1000...1400

Frame tube size:
50x50

Frame tube size:
100x50

Recommended 
place

When belt cleaner is not located near by the pulley, the belt is 
supported with counter roller above the belt. If necessary, fixing 
supports are strengthened with additional support (not included into 
delivery).

With inclined conveyors, dimensioning according to direction of the 
belt. The excess part of the fixing supports can be cut off.

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



ORDERING CODES FOR SPARE AND WEAR PARTS

BELT CLEANER
Ordering example:

HB230 - 1000 - T A

    Belt width     Blade material     Profile bar for blades

500 - 1400 mm T = tungsten carbide A = aluminium

ORDERING CODE

BLADE CASSETTE
Ordering example:

HB230 - TK - 1000 - T A

    Belt width     Blade material     Profile bar for blades

500 - 1400 mm T = tungsten carbide A = aluminium

CUSHION
Ordering example:

T - SC

    Type mark

BLADE PART
Ordering example:

T - LL - T

    Type mark

PROFILE BAR
Ordering example:

MEP7 - P - 1000

    Belt width

500 - 1400 mm

FRAME TUBE
Ordering example:

MAX7 - P - 1000

    Belt width

500 - 1400 mm

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



SECONDARY BELT CLEANER 
HB235

HB235 is a secondary belt cleaner for heavy duty 
applications. This belt cleaner comes with individual flexible 
rubber mounting cushions that allow the tips to move 
independent to each other, giving excellent conformance 
and alignment to the belt profile, keeping carry back to a 
minimum. Deflection in the rubber cushions ensures that 
the cleaning tips are always pre loaded and in tension, which 
ensures an efficient result with minimal maintenance.

This belt cleaner is designed for practical and easy 
installation and it works well with abrasive material. Blade 
material of tungsten carbide guarantees good wear 
resistance. Simple torque system and low blade pressure, 
which saves the belt.

Replaceable blade cassette makes easy to maintain that belt 
cleaner.

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Belt width 1400 - 2200 mm

Recommended belt speed  max. 3,8 m/s

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



MEASUREMENTS TO THE CONVEYOR

When the blades of the belt cleaner touch the belt slightly, adjust the 
right blade pressure by lifting the belt cleaner 4 mm upwards.

BELT WIDTH CLEANING WIDTH

B K C Number of Blades M (mm) Weight
mm mm mm min. max. kg

1400 1350 2050 9 1640 1880 55

1600 1500 2200 10 1790 2030 59

1800 1650 2350 11 1940 2180 63

2000 1950 2650 13 2240 2480 70

2200 2100 2800 14 2390 2630 74

Frame tube size:
100x80

Recommended 
place

When belt cleaner is not located near by the pulley, the belt is 
supported with counter roller above the belt. If necessary, fixing 
supports are strengthened with additional support (not included into 
delivery).

Fixing support can be also in the other side of the frame tube. With inclined conveyors, dimensioning according to direction of the 
belt. The excess part of the fixing supports can be cut off.

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



ORDERING CODES FOR SPARE AND WEAR PARTS

BELT CLEANER
Ordering example:

HB235 - 1400 - T A

    Belt width     Blade material     Profile bar for blades

1400 - 2200 mm T = tungsten carbide A = aluminium

ORDERING CODE

BLADE CASSETTE
Ordering example:

HB235 - TK - 1400 - T A

    Belt width     Blade material     Profile bar for blades

1400 - 2200 mm T = tungsten carbide A = aluminium

CUSHION
Ordering example:

T - SC

    Type mark

BLADE PART
Ordering example:

T - LL - T

    Type mark

PROFILE BAR
Ordering example:

HB235 - P - 1400

    Belt width

1400 - 2200 mm

FRAME TUBE
Ordering example:

HB235 - T - 1400

    Belt width

1400 - 2200 mm

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



SECONDARY BELT CLEANER 
HB250

HB250 is a multiblade secondary belt cleaner for standard 
duty applications. The belt cleaner is supplied with wear 
resistant blades that works with reversible belt conveyors.

This belt cleaner is designed for practical and easy installation 
and it works well with abrasive material. Most common blade 
material is tungsten carbide.

Replaceable blade cassette makes easy to maintain that belt 
cleaner.

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Belt width 500 - 1800 mm

Recommended belt speed  max. 3,0 m/s

Former name MAX7

BELT WIDTH 500...800

BELT WIDTH 1000...1800We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



MEASUREMENTS TO THE CONVEYOR

The excess part of the fixing supports can be cut off.Fixing support can be also in the other side of the frame tube.

BELT WIDTH CLEANING WIDTH

B K C Number of Blades M (mm) Weight
mm mm mm min. max. kg

500 450 1150 3 740 980 23

650 600 1300 4 890 1130 25

800 750 1450 5 1040 1280 28

1000 900 1600 6 1190 1430 33

1200 1050 1750 7 1340 1580 36

1400 1350 2050 9 1640 1880 40

1600 1500 2200 10 1790 2030 43

1800 1650 2350 11 1940 2180 45

The correct blade pressure can be adjusted by lifting the cleaner 
up 5 mm while connected to the pulley and while the blades of the 
cleaner lightly toch the belt.

BELT WIDTH 500...800 BELT WIDTH 1000...1800

Frame tube size:
50x50

Frame tube size:
100x50

Recommended place

When belt cleaner is not located near by the pulley, the belt is 
supported with counter roller above the belt. If necessary, fixing 
supports are strengthened with additional support (not included into 
delivery).

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



ORDERING CODES FOR SPARE AND WEAR PARTS

BELT CLEANER
Ordering example:

HB250 - 1000 - K A

    Belt width     Blade material     Profile bar for blades

500 - 1800 mm K = polyurethane + tungsten carbide A = aluminium

R = polyurethane + stainless steel

S = polyurethane + vitrifiel ceramic

ORDERING CODE

BLADE CASSETTE
Ordering example:

HB250 - TK - 1000 - K A

    Belt width     Blade material     Profile bar for blades

500 - 1800 mm K = polyurethane + tungsten carbide A = aluminium

R = polyurethane + stainless steel

S = polyurethane + vitrifiel ceramic

BLADE PART
Ordering example:

MAX7 - T - K

    Blade material

K = polyurethane + tungsten carbide

R = polyurethane + stainless steel

S = polyurethane + vitrifiel ceramic

PROFILE BAR
Ordering example:

MEP1 - P - 1000

    Belt width

500 - 1800 mm

FRAME TUBE
Ordering example:

MAX7 - P - 1000

    Belt width

500 - 1800 mm

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



TERTIARY BELT CLEANER 
HB310

HB310 air knife is an effective tertiary belt cleaner for various 
conveyor applications. It removes residual material from the 
belt surface without mechanical abrasion.  This air-knife is 
also well-suited for belts with worn surfaces. Thanks to the 
long and narrow air passage of the blasting nozzle, plasting 
power can be precisely concentrated and forexample water 
can be blasted off the belt. 
HB310 air knife is supplied with a powerful blaster, but it can 
also be connected to other air pressure systems.

FIXING METHOD

Type E 
Universal fixings

Type L 
Service hatch

Type X 
Basic fixings

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Belt width 500 - 2000 mm

Recommended belt speed max. 3,0 m/s

Side channel blower SC50C 1100T

Power of the motor  ( blower ) 11,0 kW

Quantity of air  ( blower ) max. 1100 m3/h

Former name AIRMAX10

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



MEASUREMENTS TO THE CONVEYOR

Blowing angle 45 - 30 degree. When belt cleaner is not located near by the pulley, the belt is supported 
with counter roll above the belt.

Perforation of the chute’s wall for the hatch and fixing alternatives.

BELT WIDTH PULLEY SHELL LENGTH WEIGHT  ( TYPE B1  /  TYPE B2  /  TYPE C )

B
mm

L
mm

Type X
kg

Type E
kg 

Type L
kg

500 600 155  /  167  /  11 159  /  175  /  15 156  /  169  /  12

650 750 155  /  167  /  11 160  /  177  /  16 157  /  171  /  13

800 950 156  /  169  /  12 161  /  179  /  17 158  /  173  /  14

1000 1150 157  /  171  /  13 161  / 179  /  17 158  /  173  /  14

1200 1400 158  /  173  /  14 162  /  181  /  18 159  /  175  /  15

1400 1600 158  /  173  /  14 163  /  183  /  19 160  /  177  /  16

1600 1800 159  /  175  /  15 164  /  185  /  20 160  /  177  /  16

1800 2000 160  /  177  /  16 164  /  185  /  20 161  /  179  /  17

2000 2200 160  /  177  /  16 165  /  187  /  21 162  / 181  /  18

TYPE B1
Right hand assembly

Right hand assembly

Left hand assembly

Fixing holes ø14 for the brace to be drilled 
to the chute wall / hatch while installation

AIR NOZZLE HANDEDNESS:
Seen from the pressure side.

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



ORDERING CODE FOR SPARE PART

BELT CLEANER
Ordering example:

HB310 - 1150 - X B1    ( Inform air nozzle handedness in order )

    Length of the pulley shell     Fixing method     Type of pressurized air 

600 - 2200 mm X = basic fixings B1 = blower with air nozzle   ( includes nozzle hose 5 m with valve and a blower on a mounting plate )

E = universal fixings B2 = blower with two air nozzle   ( includes nozzle hose 10 m with valves and a blower on a mounting plate )

L = service hatch C = from the pressurized air system   ( includes nozzle hose 5 m with valve )

ORDERING CODE

CARTRIDGE
Ordering example:

PG 50

    Type mark

DIMENSIONS OF THE BLOWER

Fixing screws for the motor base 
M16, 4 pcs ( not include in the 
delivery )

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



TERTIARY BELT CLEANER 
HB320

HB320 belt brush is a tertiary belt cleaner for light and 
medium duty applications. It ensures a good cleaning results 
without strong abrasion effect.

Most common wear material for HB320 tertiary belt cleaner 
is wear resistant polyprophen. In abrasive materials is 
recommended to use steel brush.

FIXING METHOD

Type E 
Universal fixings

Type L 
Service hatch

Type X 
Basic fixings

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Belt width 500 - 1400 mm

Recommended belt speed max. 3,0 m/s

Power of the motor 0,75 kW

Rotation speed of brush 145 r/min

Former name MOTOMAX

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



MEASUREMENTS TO THE CONVEYOR

The distance of the torsion arm’s center line from the surface of the belt should be 100 mm. It 
is recommended that the brush will be located directly under the drive pulley in a way that it is 
possible to guide the brushed material to the discharging chute.

When belt brush is not located on vertical line 
of the drive pulley, the belt is supported by 
counter roller above the belt.

The spring frame and the brace can be turned to the desired position in relation to the torsion 
arm’s center line. If necessery, a through hole (ø52) can be made into the conveyor structure for the 
torsion arm.

The amount of space needed for an 
assembled spring tension device. If necessary, 
the excess part of the frame tube can be cut 
off.

Alternatives for installing the hatch and spring frame and perforation of the chute’s wall for the 
hatch.

two ø14 holes into the frame

Universal clamp with spring frame.

two ø14 holes into 
the frame

BELT / CLEANING WIDTH BRUSH ELEMENTS WEIGHT

B
mm

C
mm

Total quantity
m

Type X
kg

Type E
kg 

Type L
kg

500 1380 9,0 58 69 61

650 1530 11,5 64 75 67

800 1680 14,5 69 80 72

1000 1880 18,0 94 105 97

1200* 2080 22,0 101 112 104

1400* 2280 25,0 108 119 111

Counterweight
B1200...B1400

* ) Includes a counterweight.We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



ORDERING CODES FOR SPARE AND WEAR PARTS

BELT CLEANER
Ordering example:

HB320 - 1000 - P - X A C    ( Inform the voltage and frequency in order )

    Belt width     Brush material     Fixing method     Profile bar for brush elements     Tightning alternative

500 - 1400 mm P = polyprophen X = basic fixings A = aluminium C = Clevermax torsion spring

N = polyamid (nylon) E = universal fixings

T = steel L = service hatch

U = polyurethane

ORDERING CODE

PROFILE BAR
Ordering example:

MM135 - S - 1000    ( Order 2 pcs for each belt brush )

    Belt width

500 - 1400 mm 

BRUSH ELEMENTS
Ordering example:

MM135 - U    ( Quantity of brush elements from table )

    Brush material

P = polyprophen

N = polyamid (nylon)

T = steel

U = polyurethane

DEVICE RING
Ordering example:

MM135 - L1

    Type mark

DEVICE RING
Ordering example:

MM135 - L2

    Type mark

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



DIAGONAL BELT PLOUGH 
HB420

HB420 is a diagonal belt plough for light and medium duty 
applications. It is easy to install and it removes efficiently 
material from the return belt and thus protects the belt and 
the tail pulley. Wear parts are easy to replace when the old 
one is worn.

Most common wear material for HB420 tail protection belt 
cleaner is wear resistant polyurethane. In abrasive materials 
is recommended to use polyurethane blade filled with 
aluminium oxide granules.

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Belt width 500 - 1400 mm

Recommended belt speed max. 3,0 m/s

Former name MR1

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



MEASUREMENTS TO THE CONVEYOR

Best way to straighten the belt is to place the return idler underneath the belt 
directly before the belt plough. 

Fastener elements can be turned to different positions depending 
on the location and steel construction.

BELT WIDTH BLADE LENGTH

B
mm

L
mm

NEEDED PLOUGHS
pcs x B

M
mm

E
mm

C
mm

A
mm

K
mm

H1
mm

Weight
kg

500 800 640 595 450 320 14,0

650 1050 820 760 600 395 16,5

800 1300 1005 930 750 495 19,0

1000 1600 1230 1135 950 600 25,5

1200 1900 1450 1335 1070 725 29,0

1400 * 1 x 650 1095 1560 250 35,5

1 x 800

The replacement of the wear parts is easy due to the friction joint.

* ) Includes two cleaner.

BELT WIDTH 1400

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



ORDERING CODES FOR SPARE AND WEAR PARTS

BELT PLOUGH
Ordering example:

HB420 - 1000 - U

    Belt width     Blade material

500 - 1400 mm U = polyurethane

A = polyurethane +
        aluminium oxide

ORDERING CODE

BLADE
Ordering example:

MR5 - U - L

    Blade material     Blade length

U = polyurethane L = see length of the blade from the table

A = polyurethane +
        aluminium oxide

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



VEE-BELT PLOUGH 
HB430

HB430 is a vee-belt plow for light and medium duty 
applications. It is easy to install and it removes efficiently 
material from the return belt and thus protects the belt and 
the tail pulley. Wear parts are easy to replace when the old 
one is worn.

Most common wear material for HB430 tail protection belt 
cleaner is wear resistant polyurethane. In abrasive materials 
is recommended to use polyurethane blade filled with 
aluminium oxide granules.

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Belt width 500 - 1400 mm

Recommended belt speed max. 3,0 m/s

Former name MR2

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



MEASUREMENTS TO THE CONVEYOR

Best way to straighten the belt is to place the return idler underneath the belt directly 
before the belt plough. 

Fastener elements can be turned to different positions 
depending on the location and steel construction.

BELT WIDTH BLADE LENGTH

B
mm

L
mm

M
mm

P
mm

R
mm

Weight
kg

500 390 595 300 343 9,0

650 500 750 380 343 10,5

800 600 895 450 343 12,5

1000 750 1095 575 452 18,5

1200 920 1335 695 452 22,5

1400 1060 1535 810 452 31,0

The replacement of the wear parts is easy due to the 
friction joint.

End joint of the blade at the tip of the cleaner.

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.



ORDERING CODES FOR SPARE AND WEAR PARTS

BELT PLOUGH
Ordering example:

HB430 - 1000 - U

    Belt width     Blade material

500 - 1400 mm U = polyurethane

A = polyurethane +
        aluminium oxide

ORDERING CODE

BLADE
Ordering example:

MR5 - U - L

    Blade material     Blade length

U = polyurethane L = see length of the blade from the table

A = polyurethane +
        aluminium oxide

We reserve right for modifications without prior notice.
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